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 Problems with what the DWP call ‘untidy tenancies’ - sometimes 

    only 50% of the rent is wrongly included as a Housing Costs 

      Element where a couple make a claim for UC and the tenancy is 

     a sole tenancy, and vice versa - see the standard letters on our 

         website to challenge this. 

When someone takes on a new tenancy in a Full/Digital UC service area and 

  has not previously been on HB, they may need to claim UC to help them pay 

their rent. Unlike in HB - where they have until the end of the first week to 

claim - the UC claim will start on the date it is submitted. They could set up 

    the UC claim before moving, and then submit it on the day they move in. 

 If someone makes a new claim for UC from ESA, who has not been found fit for 

  work, the decisions regarding their capability for work should transfer over and 

any extra ‘unfit for work’ element added to their UC claim. But it appears that 

     the ESA and UC systems are not ‘talking’, leaving claimants without the extra 

      they are entitled to - see the letters on our website to challenge this. 

 Mixed age couples have the option (until Sept 2019) of the younger 

  member claiming UC or the older member claiming Pension Credit 

and Housing Benefit. They will generally be significantly better off 

    on PC and HB. If already on UC they can end that claim and get PC 

      and HB instead - more information on our website. 

The back of prescriptions have not yet been changed to add Universal Credit as 

  a tick box option. The advice on the NHS website is for those on UC who are 

entitled to free prescriptions to tick that they are on Income-Based JSA instead. 

This has lead to some claimants receiving a £50 fine. They can and should 

    challenge this. Get hints and tips in our monthly newsletter. 

Some claimants receive extra premiums when their legacy benefits are assessed 

  because they are in receipt of DLA or PIP. These extra premiums do not exist in 

UC and many disabled people are worse off if they have to make a new claim for 

UC eg when moving home into a new LA area which comes under the Full/Digital 

        UC service, so care should be taken on lettings. See our lettings flowchart. 

 A new UC claimant will be expected to verify their ID. Some can do this online; 

  if not they have to book an ID interview and provide evidence of their ID. 

 The UC Regs allow a calendar month from the date of claim to do this - but 

many claims are being closed before this, meaning that claimants are missing 

   out on several weeks’ UC. More information and a letter on our website. 


